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We develop a categorical compositional distributional semantics for Lambek Calculus with a
Relevant Modality !L∗, which has a limited edition of the contraction and permutation rules. The
categorical part of the semantics is a monoidal biclosed category with a coalgebra modality, very
similar to the structure of a Differential Category. We instantiate this category to finite dimen-
sional vector spaces and linear maps via “quantisation” functors and work with three concrete
interpretations of the coalgebra modality. We apply the model to construct categorical and con-
crete semantic interpretations for the motivating example of !L∗: the derivation of a phrase with a
parasitic gap. The effectiveness of the concrete interpretations are evaluated via a disambiguation
task, on an extension of a sentence disambiguation dataset to parasitic gap phrase one, using
BERT, Word2Vec, and FastText vectors and Relational tensors.
Keywords: Vector Semantics · Differential Category · Relevant Modality · Parasitic Gaps · Lin-
guistic Data · Disambiguation.
1 Introduction
A categorical compositional distributional semantics for Lambek Calculus is presented in [5]. The cate-
gorical part of this semantics is a monoidal biclosed category and its compositional distributional part is
obtained via “quantisation” i.e. a functorial passage from the abstract category to the category of finite
dimensional vector spaces and linear maps. This passage allows us to build vectorial representations for
phrases and sentences of language, guided by their grammatical structure and via vector and linear map
representations of their constituent words. Vectorial representations are developed over large corpora of
data and are widely applied to language tasks such as disambiguation, similarity and semantic related-
ness [14]. In [15], Lambek Calculus is extended with a Relevant Modality to allow for limited editions of
the contraction and permutation rules. Application of the resulting logic to the analysis of mathematical
structure of syntax is demonstrated by deriving in it the grammatical structures of a phrase with a para-
sitic gap. Applications of type-logics with limited contraction and permutation to movement phenomena
is a line of research initiated in [9,11], with a recent boost in [1,21,22], and also in [8].
In this paper, we develop a compositional distributional semantics for the Lambek Calculus with a
Relevant Modality, !L∗, to be able to build vector representations for the language constructs that it can
reason about. We do so by generating a category, which we refer to as C(!L∗), over the formulae and
proofs of !L∗. We show that this category is monoidal biclosed and equipped with a coalgebra modality,
very similar to the structure of a Differential Category[4], with the main difference that here we have to
work on a non-commutative base. Following the methodology of categorical compositional distributional
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semantics, we then “quantise” C(!L∗) by defining a functor from it to the category FdVectR of finite
dimensional real vector spaces and linear maps. What this functor does on the non modal part of !L∗ is
as before: formulae are mapped to vector spaces, their products to the tensor products of vector spaces,
and the implication types to the internal maps i.e. vector spaces of linear maps. There are, however, a
few options when it comes to a concrete vector interpretation for the modality. We instantiate C(!L∗)
to three models, one with a so-called Cogebra map, one with the dual of the Fermionic Fock Spaces of
[25] used to interpret the ! of full Linear Logic, and one with a Cofree-inspired coalgebra construction.
We demonstrate the applicability of our model by interpreting the parasitic gap derivation of [15]
as a linear map in FdVectR. In order to facilitate the categorical computations, we use the clasp-
string calculus of [3], developed for depicting the computations of a monoidal biclosed category. To this
monoidal diagrammatic base, we add the necessary new constructions for the coalgebra modality and its
operations. Showing the coherence of these diagrams by using the proof nets of Modal Lambek Calculus
[20], developed for clasp-string diagrams in [2] constitutes work in progress. Relating this work to the
one pursued by using Frobenius algebras and Compact Closed Categories [18] is also work in progress.
This line of research follows the Distributional Compositional Categorical (DisCoCat) models of
meaning initiated in [7,10]. These models provide a vector space semantics for natural language guided
by their grammatical derivations and the vectors/tensors of the words therein and experiment with
them over data from large scale corpora. In the same spirit, we develop linear algebraic closed forms
for our vector instantiations, implement them on distributional data and analyse their performance on a
disambiguation task. We do so by working with ambiguous verbs and extending the dataset of [16] from
transitive sentences to phrases with parasitic gaps. We perform a disambiguation experiment on this
dataset using the embeddings of three neural network architectures: BERT, Word2Vec and FastText,
and show how one of our interpretations of the ! modality comes very close to obtaining the best
performance, and in one case even provides the best model.
2 !L∗: Lambek Calculus with a Relevant Modality
Following [15], we assume that the formulae of Lambek calculus L are generated by a set of atomic
types At, and three connectives, \, / and , via the following Backus-Naur Form (NBF).
φ ::= φ ∈ At | (φ, φ) | (φ\φ) | (φ/φ).
We refer to the formulae of L as types, Typ
L
, an element of which is thus either atomic, or is made up
of a two types joined by a comma or a slash. We will use uppercase roman letters to denote arbitrary
types of L, and uppercase Greek letters to denote a set of types, for example, Γ = {A1, A2, . . . , An} =
A1, A2, . . . , An. It is assumed that , is associative, allowing us to omit brackets in expressions like
A1, A2, . . . , An.
A sequent of L is a pair of an ordered set of types and a type, denoted by Γ ⊢ A. The derivations
of L are generated by the set of axioms and rules presented in table 1.
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A ⊢ A
Γ ⊢ A ∆1, B,∆2 ⊢ C
(/L)
∆1, B/A, Γ,∆2 ⊢ C
Γ,A ⊢ B
(/R)
Γ ⊢ B/A
Γ ⊢ A ∆1, B,∆2 ⊢ C
(\L)
∆1, Γ,A\B,∆2 ⊢ C
A,Γ ⊢ B
(\R)
Γ ⊢ A\B
Table 1. Rules of L.
The logic !L∗ extends L by endowing it with a modality denoted by !, inspired by the ! modality of
Linear Logic, to enable the structure rule of contraction in a controlled way, albeit here it is introduced
on a non-commutative base and has an extra property that allows the !-ed types also to be permuted.
This logic was introduced in [15]. The types of !L∗ are generated via the following BNF:
φ ::= φ ∈ At | ∅ | (φ, φ) | (φ/φ) | (φ\φ) |!φ,
We refer to the types of !L∗ by Typ!L∗ ; here, ∅ denotes the empty type. The set of rules of !L
∗ consists
of the rules of L and the five rules of table 2.
Γ1, A, Γ2 ⊢ C
(!L)
Γ1, !A,Γ2 ⊢ C
!A1, . . . , !An ⊢ B
(!R)
!A1, . . . , !An ⊢!B
∆1, !A,Γ,∆2 ⊢ C
(perm1)
∆1, Γ, !A,∆2 ⊢ C
∆1, Γ, !A,∆2 ⊢ C
(perm2)
∆1, !A,Γ,∆2 ⊢ C
∆1, !A, !A,∆2 ⊢ C
(contr)
∆1, !A,∆2 ⊢ C
Table 2. Additional rules in !L∗.
It is common to distinguish , and another connective • along with (•L), (•R) rules, however we
present this calculus in the same style as in [15], where no such distinction is made. In our applications
there is no practical difference between including a • connective and the presentation in table 1, since
we interpret , as a monoidal product (see more in section 3). In the same lines, ∅ is the unit of the
monoidal product, hence the sequents {∅, A} and {A, ∅} are abbreviations for the formula {A}.
3 Categorical Semantics for !L∗
We associate !L∗ with a category C(!L∗), with Typ!L∗ as objects, and derivable sequents of !L
∗ as
morphisms whose domains are the formulae on the left of the turnstile and codomains the formulae on
the right. Category C(!L∗) is monoidal biclosed4.. The connectives , and \, / in !L∗ are associated with
4 We follow the convention that products are not symmetric unless stated, hence a monoidal product is not
symmetric unless referred to by ‘symmetric monoidal’.
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the monoidal structure on C(!L∗), where , is the monoidal product, with the empty type as its unit
and \, / are associated with the two internal hom functors with respect to ,, as presented in [27]. The
biclosure in C(!L∗) corresponds to the derivability of the sequents A,A\B → B and B/A,A → B in
!L∗. The connective ! of !L∗ is a coalgebraic modality, as defined for Differential Categories in [4], with
the difference that our base category is not necessarily symmetric monoidal, but we ask for a restricted
symmetry with regards to ! and ask ! to be a lax monoial functor. In Differential Categories ! does not
necessarily have a monoidal property, i.e. it is not a strict, lax, or strong monoidal functor, but there are
examples of Differential Categories where strong monoidality holds. We elaborate on these notions via
the following definition.
Definition 1. The category C(!L∗) has types of !L∗, i.e. elements of Typ
L
, as objects, derivable
sequents of !L∗ as morphisms, together with the following structures:
– A monoidal product ⊗ : C(!L∗)× C(!L∗)→ C(!L∗), with a unit I.
– Internal hom-functors ⇒: C(!L∗)op × C(!L∗) → C(!L∗), ⇐: C(!L∗) × C(!L∗)op → C(!L∗) such
that:
i. For objects A,B ∈ C(!L∗), we have objects (A ⇒ B), (A ⇐ B) ∈ C(!L∗) and a pair of
morphisms, called right and left evaluation, given below:
evrA,(A⇒B) : A⊗ (A⇒ B) −→ A, ev
l
(A⇐B),B : (A⇐ B)⊗B −→ A
ii. For a pair of morphisms f : A⊗ C −→ B, g : C ⊗B −→ A, we have two unique right and left
curried morphisms, given below:
Λl(f) : C −→ (A⇒ B), Λr(g) : C −→ (A⇐ B)
iii. The following hold
evlA,B ◦ (idA ⊗ Λ
l(f)) = f, evrA,B ◦ (Λ
r(g)⊗ idB) = g
– A coalgebraic modality ! on C(!L∗). That is, a lax monoidal comonad (!, δ, ε) such that:
For every objectA ∈ C(!L∗), the object !A has a comonoid structure (!A,∆A, eA) in C(!L∗).
Where the comultiplication ∆A :!A →!A⊗!A, and the counit eA :!A → I satisfy the usual
comonoid equations. Further, we require δA :!A→!!A to be a morphism of comonoids [4]. 5
– Restricted symmetry over the coalgebraic modality, that is, two natural isomorphisms σr : 1C(!L∗)⊗ !→
!⊗ 1C(!L∗) and σ
l :!⊗ 1C(!L∗) → 1C(!L∗)⊗ !.
σrA,B : A⊗ !B 7−→ !B ⊗A, σ
l
A,B :!A ⊗B 7−→ B⊗ !A.
We now define a categorical semantics for !L∗ as the map J K : !L∗ → C(!L∗) and prove that it is sound.
Definition 2. The semantics of formulae and sequents of !L∗ is the image of the interpretation map
J K : !L∗ → C(!L∗). To elements φ in Typ
L
, this map assigns objects Cφ of C(!L∗), as defined below:
Empty Sequent J∅K := C∅ = I
Atomic Formulae JφK := Cφ
Pairs of Formulae J(φ, φ)K := Cφ ⊗ C⊗
Backward Slash J(φ\φ)K := (Cφ ⇒ Cφ)
Forward Slash J(φ/φ)K := (Cφ ⇐ Cφ)
Relevant Modality J!φK := !Cφ
5 Strictly speaking, this definition applies to symmetric monoidal categories, however we may abuse notation
without worrying, as we have symmetry in the image of ! coming from the restricted symmetries σl, σr.
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To the sequents Γ ⊢ A of !L∗, for Γ = {A1, A2, · · ·An} where Ai, A ∈ TypL, it assigns morphism of
C(!L∗) as follows:
JΓ ⊢ AK := CΓ −→ CA
for CΓ = JA1K⊗ JA2K⊗ · · · ⊗ JAnK.
Since sequents are not labelled, we have no obvious name for the linear map JΓ ⊢ AK, so we will label
such morphisms by lower case roman letters as needed.
Definition 3. A categorical model for !L∗, or a !L∗-model, is a pair (C, J KC), where C is a monoidal
biclosed category with a lax monoidal coalgebraic modality and restricted symmetry, and J KC is a
mapping Typ!L∗ → C factoring through J K : TypL → C(!L
∗).
Definition 4. A sequent Γ ⊢ A of !L∗ is sound in (C(!L∗), J K), iff CΓ −→ CA is a morphism of C(!L∗).
A rule Γ⊢A∆⊢B of !L
∗ is sound in (C(!L∗), J K) iff whenever CΓ −→ CA is sound then so is C∆ −→ CB .
We say !L∗ is sound with regards to (C(!L∗), J K) iff all of its rule are.
Theorem 1. !L∗ is sound with regards to (C(!L∗), J K).
Proof. We show that the rules of !L∗ are sound in (C(!L∗), J K). We present the soundness of a rule
in the same Gentzen style notation as that of the rule, presented in !L∗. We first label the morphism
corresponding to each sequent in the rule, then use the morphism(s) of the introduction (top line)
of the rule to derive the morphism of the conclusion (bottom line) of the rule.
– The left hand rules for / and \. Consider \L, in order to show that it is sound, we have to show
that if f and g are morphisms of the category, so is h, where f, g are labels of the introduction
morphisms of the \L rule and h the label of its conclusion morphism. These are given below:
f : CΓ → CA g : C∆1 ⊗ CB ⊗ C∆2 → CC
h : C∆1 ⊗ CΓ ⊗ (CA ⇒ CB)⊗ C∆2 → CC
(\L)
Given f and g, we define h using the right evaluation map of C(!L∗) as follows:
h := g ◦ (idC∆1 ⊗ ev
r
CA,CB ⊗ idC∆2 ) ◦ (idC∆1 ⊗ f ⊗ id(CA⇒CB)⊗C∆2 )
For /L, we follow a similar strategy, where the f, g and h are as given below:
f : CΓ → CA g : C∆1 ⊗ CB ⊗ C∆2 → CC
h : C∆1 ⊗ (CB ⇐ CA)⊗ CΓ ⊗ C∆2 → CC
(/L)
Given f and g, we define h using the left evaluation map of C(!L∗) as follows:
h := g ◦ (idC∆1 ⊗ ev
l
CB ,CA ⊗ idC∆2 ) ◦ (idC∆1⊗CB⇐CA ⊗ f ⊗ idC∆2 )
– The right hand rules for / and \. Consider the \R rule and the following labelling for its
morphisms:
f : CA ⊗ CΓ −→ CB
h : CΓ −→ CA ⇒ CB
\R
Here, h is the left currying map of f in C(!L∗), that is h = Λl(f). The /R rule has a similar
labelling, given below, and here h is the right currying map of f , that is h = Λr(f):
f : CΓ ⊗ CA −→ CB
h : CΓ −→ CB ⇐ CA
/R
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– The contraction rule has the following labelling for its morphisms:
f : C∆1⊗!CA⊗!CA ⊗ C∆2 → CB
h : C∆1⊗!CA ⊗ C∆2 → CB
(contr)
where h is defined using the comultiplication on !CA, that is we have:
h := f ◦ (idC∆1 ⊗∆CA ⊗ idC∆2 ).
– The left ! rule has the following labelling for its morphisms:
f : C∆1 ⊗ CA ⊗ C∆2 → CB
h : C∆1⊗!CA ⊗ C∆2 → CB
(!L)
Here, h is obtained by precomposition with the counit of ! at CA, that is we have h := f ◦
(idC∆1 ⊗ εA ⊗ idC∆2 ).
– The right ! rule has the following labelling for its morphisms:
f :!CA1⊗!CA2 ⊗ · · · ⊗!CAn → CB
h :!CA1⊗!CA2 ⊗ · · · ⊗!CAn →!CB
(!R)
where h =!f ◦mC!A1 ,...,C!An ◦ (δCA1 ⊗δCA2 ⊗· · ·⊗δCAn ), where mC!A1 ,...,C!An is the lax monoidal
transformation !!CA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗!!CAn →!(!CA1 ⊗ · · ·⊗!CAn).
– Soundness of the permutation rules follow immediately from the restricted symmetries σl, σr.
A more condensed way to obtain soundness is to define C(!L∗) as the free algebra on the atomic
types of !L∗, over a !L∗-signature, categorified using derivable sequents as morphisms. However, in
practice we make use of the above definition, as we will be using the soundness morphisms in our
example derivation(s), making an explicit definition more useful. The strength in noting that C(!L∗) is
a free category over a !L∗-signature is that it allows us to define quantisations C(!L∗) → FdVectR,
as we shall do in the next section, more easily, as quantisations now naturally correspond to sound
interpretations !L∗ → FdVectR.
4 Vector Space Semantics for C(!L∗)
Following [5], we develop vector space semantics for !L∗, via a quantisation functor to the category
of finite dimensional vector spaces and linear maps F : C(!L∗) → FdVectR. This functor interprets
objects as finite dimensional vector spaces, and derivations as linear maps. Quantisation is the term
first introduced by Atiyah in Topological Quantum Field Theory, as a functor from the category of
manifolds and cobordisms to the category of vector spaces and linear maps. Since the cobordism category
is monoidal, quantisation was later generalised to refer to a functor that ‘quantises’ any category in
FdVectR. Since C(!L∗) is free, there is a unique functor C(!L∗) → (FdVectR, !) for any choice of
! such that (FdVectR, !) is a !L
∗-model. In definition 5 we introduce the necessary nomenclature to
define quantisations in full.
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Definition 5. A quantisation is a functor F : C(!L∗)→ (FdVectR, !), defined on the objects of C(!L∗)
using the structure of the formulae of !L∗, as follows:
F (C∅) := R
F (Cφ) := Vφ
F (Cφ⊗φ) := Vφ ⊗ Vφ
F (Cφ\φ) := (Vφ ⇒ Vφ)
F (Cφ/φ) := (Vφ ⇐ Vφ)
F (C!φ) :=!Vφ
Here, Vφ is the vector space in which vectors of words with an atomic type live and the other vector spaces
are obtained from it by induction on the structure of the formulae they correspond to. Morphisms of
C(!L∗) are of the form CΓ −→ CA, associated with sequents Γ ⊢ A of !L∗, for Γ = {A1, A2, · · · , An}.
The quantisation functor is defined on these morphisms as follows:
F (CΓ −→ CA) := F (CΓ ) −→ F (CA) = VA1 ⊗ VA2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VAn −→ VA
Note that the monoidal product in FdVectR is symmetric, so there is formally no need to distinguish
between (JAK ⇒ JBK) and (JBK ⇐ JAK). However it may be practical to do so when calculating things
by hand, for example when retracing derivations in the semantics. We should also make clear that the
freeness of C(!L∗) makes F a strict monoidal closed functor, meaning that F (CA⊗CB) = FCA⊗FCB,
or rather, V(A⊗B) = (VA⊗VB), and similarly, V(A⇒B) = (VA ⇒ VB) etc. Further, since we are working
with finite dimensional vector spaces we know that V ⊥φ
∼= Vφ, thus our internal homs have an even
simpler structure, which we exploit when computing, which is Vφ ⇒ Vφ ∼= Vφ ⊗ Vφ.
Next, we define three coalgebra modalities defined over two different comonads on FdVectR, pro-
viding three sound models, or rather vector space semantics of !L∗.
5 Concrete Constructions
5.1 ! as the Dual of an Algebra
Following [25] we interpret ! using the Fermionic Fock space functor F : FdVectR → AlgR. In order
to define F we first introduce the simpler free algebra construction, typically studied in the theory of
representations of Lie algebras [12]. It turns out that F is itself a free functor, giving us a comonad
structure on UF upon dualising [25]. The choice of the symbol F comes from “Fermionic Fock space”
(as opposed to “Bosonic”), but is also known as the exterior algebra functor, or the Grassmannian
algebra functor [12].
Definition 6. The free algebra functor T : VectR → AlgR is defined on objects as:
V 7−→
⊕
l≥0
V ⊗n = R⊕ V ⊕ (V ⊗ V )⊕ (V ⊗ V ⊗ V )⊗ · · ·
and for morphisms f : V → W , we get the algebra homomorphism T (f) : T (V ) → T (W ) defined
layer-wise as
T (f)(v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) := f(v1)⊗ f(v2)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(vn).
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T is free in the sense that it is left adjoint to the forgetful functor U : Alg
R
→ VectR, thus giving
us a monad UT on VectR with a monoidal algebra modality structure, i.e. the dual of what we are
looking for.
However note that even when restricting T to finite dimensional vector spaces V ∈ FdVectR
the resulting UT (V ) and UT (V ⊥)⊥ are infinite-dimensional. The necessity of working in FdVectR
motivates us to use F , defined below, rather thanT .
Definition 7. The Fermionic Fock space functorF : VectR → AlgRis defined on objects as
V 7→
⊕
n≥0
V ∧n = R⊕ V ⊕ (V ∧ V )⊕ (V ∧ V ∧ V )⊗ · · ·
where V ∧n is the coequaliser of the family of maps (−τσ)σ∈Sn , defined as −τσ : V
⊗n → V ⊗n and
given as follows:
(−τσ)(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) := sgn(σ)(vσ(1) ⊗ vσ(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vσ(n)).
F applied to linear maps gives an analogous algebra homomorphism as in 6.
Concretely, one may defineV ∧n to be the n-fold tensor product of V where we quotient by the
layer-wise equivalence relations v1⊗v2⊗· · ·⊗vn ∼ sgn(σ)(vσ(1)⊗vσ(2)⊗· · ·⊗vσ(n)) for n = 0, 1, 2 . . .
and denoting the equivalence class of a vector v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn by v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn.
Note that simple tensors inV ∧n with repeated vectors are zero. That is, if vi = vj for some 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n and i 6= j in the above, the permutation (ij) ∈ Sn has odd sign, and so v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn = 0,
since v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn = sgn(ij)(v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn) = −(v1 ∧ v2 ∧ · · · ∧ vn).
Remark 1. Given a finite dimensional vector space V , the antisymmetric algebra F(V ) is also finite
dimensional. This follows immediately from the note in definition 7, as simple tensors in layers of
F(V ) above the dim(V )-th are forced to repeat entries.
Remark 1 shows that restricting F to finite dimensional vector spaces turns UF into an endofunctor
on FdVectR. We note that F is the free antisymmetric algebra functor [25] and conclude that UF is
a monad (UF , µ, η) on FdVectR.
Given F , there are two ways to obtain a comonad structure (UF(V ), ∆V , eV ), thus define acoalgebra
modality (UF , δ, ε) on FdVectR, as desired. One is referred to by Cogebra construction and is given
below, for a basis {ei}i of V , and thus a basis {1, ei1, ei2 ∧ ei3 , ei4 ∧ ei5 ∧ ei6 , · · · }ij of UF(V ) as:
∆(1, ei1 , ei2∧ei3 , ei4∧ei5∧ei6 , · · · ) = (1, ei1 , ei2∧ei3 , ei4∧ei5∧ei6 , · · · )⊗(1, ei1 , ei2∧ei3 , ei4∧ei5∧ei6 , · · · )
The map eV : UF(V )→ V is given by projection onto the first layer, that is
1, ei1 , ei2 ∧ ei3 , ei4 ∧ ei5 ∧ ei6 , · · · 7−→ ei1 .
Another coalgebra modality arises from dualising the monad UF , and the monoid structure onF(V ),
or strictly speaking on UF(V ). Following [6], we dualise UF to define a comonad structure on UF as
follows. We take the comonad comultiplication to be δV := µ
⊥
V : UFUF(V )
⊥ → UF(V )⊥, and the
comonad counit to be εV := η
⊥
V : UF(V )
⊥ → V ⊥. To avoid working with dual spaces one may chose
to formally consider !(V ) := UF(V ⊥)⊥, as in [25], since UF(V ⊥)⊥ ∼= UF(V ) (although this is not
strictly necessary, we choose this notation to stay close to its original usage [25,6]). Note that a dualising
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in this manner only makes sense for finite dimensional vector spaces, as in general, for an arbitrary family
of vector spaces (Vi)i∈I , we have (
⊕
i∈I Vi)
⊥ ∼=
∏
i∈I(V
⊥
i ). Finite dimensionality of a vector space V
makes the direct sum in UF(V ) finite, making the right-hand product a direct sum, i.e. for a finite
index I we have (
⊕
i∈I Vi)
⊥ ∼=
⊕
i∈I(V
⊥
i∈I), meaning that we indeed have UF(V )
⊥ ∼= UF(V ⊥). This
lets us dualise the monoid structure of UF(V ), giving a comonoid structure on UF(V ) hence making
UF into a coalgebra modality. To compute the comultiplication it suffices to transpose the matrix for
the multiplication on UF(V ). However, this is in general intractable, as for V an n dimensional space,
UF(V ) will have 2n dimensions, and its multiplication will be a (2n)2 × 2n-matrix. We leave working
with a dualised comultiplication to another paper, but in the next section use this construction to obtain
a richer copying than the Cogebra one mentioned above.
There are other ways to obtain a simpler construction, but one has to work with infinite dimensional
vector spaces to take advantage of the isomorphism between polynomial rings K[X ] and symmetric
algebras over vector spaces with basis X . In this case, the ∆ structure becomes the ring multiplication
and its counit e is obtained via the inclusion of constant polynomials. Another option is to change
category and move to category of suplattices, where the dual of the additive algebra functor provides an
example [17]. In this setting, the comultiplication is the map that sends a monomial to the join of all
pairs of monomials whose multiplication give the input monomial.
5.2 ! as the Identity Functor
The Cogebra construction can be simplified when one works with free vector spaces. Given a set S,
consider the set functions S → R mapping all but finitely many elements s ∈ S to 0. It is easy to see
that a scalar multiplication and addition can be defined on this set using by defining them pointwise
using the structure of R. The set of such functions forms a vector space, known as the free vector
space over S. An element s ∈ S can be identified with function fs : S → R defined by fs(s) = 1
and fs(s
′) = 0, for all s′ ∈ S, s 6= s′, thus defining a vector space structure, denoted by RS . On such
vector spaces, one can define a coalgebra structure by setting ∆(s) = s⊗ s and ε(s) = 1. Because the
functions fs are defined on S, the basis of R
S , and send all but finitely many elements of S to 0, the
above comonoidal structure can be extended to all of RS linearly. As you can see, this construction is
not limited to finite dimensional spaces, but when working with the finite case, the condition that all
but finitely many elements need to be sent to 0 can be dropped and the construction becomes simpler.
This comonoid structure defines a coalgebra modality structure on the identity comonad on FdVectR.
This version of the construction clearly resembles half of a bialgebra over FdVectR, known as Special
Frobenius bialgebras, which were used in [26,19,18] to model relative pronouns in English and Dutch. As
argued in [29], however, the copying map resulting from this comonoid structure only copies the basis
vectors and does not seem adequate for a full copying operation. In fact, a quick computation shows
that this ∆ copies only half of the input vector. In order to see this, consider a vector −→v =
∑
iCisi,
for si ∈ S. Extending the comultiplication ∆ linearly provides us with
∆(−→v ) =
∑
i
Ci∆(si) =
∑
i
Cisi ⊗ si = (
∑
i
Cisi)⊗ (
∑
i
si) = (
∑
i
Cisi)⊗ (
∑
i
1si)
The result is one copy of −→v , i.e. the (
∑
i Cisi) part of the above, and a sum of its bases, i.e. the
∑
i si
part of the above. In the second tern, we have lost the Ci weights, in other words. we have replaced the
second copy with a vector of 1’s.
The above problem can be partially overcome by observing that there are infinitely many linear
copying structures on FdVectR, one for each element k ∈ R. Formally speaking, over the vector space
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Vφ with a basis (vi)i, a Cofree-inspired comonoid (Vφ, ∆, e) is defined as follows:
∆ : Vφ → Vφ ⊗ Vφ :: v 7→ (v ⊗ k) + (k ⊗ v), e : Vφ → R ::
∑
i
Civi 7→
∑
i
Ci
Here, −→v is as before and k stands for an element of V padded with number k. In the simplest case, when
k = 1, we obtain two copies of the weights −→v and also of its basis vectors, as the following calculation
demonstrates. Consider a two dimensional vector space and the vector ae1 + be2 in it. The 1 vector
−→
1
is the 2-dimensional vector e1+ e2 in V . Suppose
−→v and 1 are column vectors, then applying ∆ results
in the matrix 2a e1⊗ e1 + ab e1⊗ e2 + ab e2⊗ e1 +2b e2⊗ e2, where we have two copies of the weights
in the diagonal and also the basis vectors have obviously multiplied.
This construction is inspired by the graded algebra construction on vector spaces, whose dual con-
struction is referred to as a Cofree coalgebra. The Cofree-inspired coalgebra over a vector space defines a
coalgebra modality structure on the identity comonad on FdVectR, which provides another !L
∗-model,
or rather, another quantization C(!L∗)→ FdVectR.
6 Clasp Diagrams
In order to show the semantic computations for the parasitic gap, we introduce a diagrammatic notation.
The proof of the parasitic gap is involved and more is its categorical and vector space interpretation.
The diagrammatic notation makes it easier to visualise the steps of the proof and the final semantic
form. In what follows we first introduce notation for the Clasp diagrams, then extend them with extras
necessary to model the ! coalgebra modality.
The basic structure of the C(!L∗) category, i.e. its objects and morphisms, are depicted below.
idA
A
f : A→ B
A
f
B
Composition of morphisms is simply vertical juxtaposition. The monoidal product and its internal left
and right homs are depicted below. This is where clasps are introduced, to depict the left and right
internal hom-sets of the category:
=A⊗B A B =A⇒ B A B =A⇐ B A B
There are special diagrams for the biclosed structure of the category, i.e. its left and right tensor-hom
adjunctions, or Currying, which are depicted below.
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f
f : A⊗ C → B
⇔ f
Λl(f) : C → A⇒ B
A C
B
C
A B
f
g : C ⊗B → A
⇔ f
Λr(g) : C → A⇒ B
C B
A
C
A B
Finally, the left and right evaluation morphisms of the category, also coming from the biclosed
structure, depicted graphically as directed cups, are as follows:
evlA,B : A⊗ (A⇒ B)→ B
evlA,B
A A B
=
A A ⇒ B
evrA,B : (B ⇐ A)⊗A→ B
evlA,B
AAB
=
BB ⇐ A
B B
To these, we first add a diagram for !-ed objects, as follows:
A!A =
We then equip the notation with necessary diagrams for the coalgebraic modality, that is the coalgebra
comultiplication (copying) ∆, the counit of the comonad ε, and the comonad comultiplication δ. These
are respectively depicted by a triangle node, a filled black circle, and a white circle labelled with δ, as
follows:
Comonoid Comultiplication Comonad Counit Comonad Comultiplication
δA
A
A A
A
A
A
A
7 Linguistic Examples
We now provide the interpretations of the motivating example of [15] was the parasitic gap example
“the paper that John signed without reading”. We first briefly illustrate how to do this with two simpler
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related examples, and then take the reader through how to perform the same calculations on the full,
considerably more complex example.
7.1 “John signed the papers”
First off is the declarative sentence “John signed the papers”, which uses the following lexicon:
{(John, NP ), (signed, (NP\S)/NP ), (the, NP/N), (papers, N)}.
Showing that “John signed the papers” is a declarative sentence is now a question of whether the
corresponding sequent,
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP/N,N → S
is derivable in !L∗ (or in this case, just L is enough). We derive the sequent below
N → N
NP → NP
NP → NP S → S
NP,NP\S → S
(\L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP → S
(/L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP/N,N → S
(/L)
Next, we introduce the diagrammatic interpretation of the derivation. This diagram is drawn by first
drawing the types as (loose) strings, forming the top of the diagram, and then tracing up the derivation
and connecting the strings according to section 6.
John signs the papers
.
.
.
NP NP ⇒ S NP NP N N
NP S
Note here that the use of vertical dots is to denote the equality of a string labelled with a complex
type, and a clasp with simpler types i.e. the second equality in section 6.
We end this example by computing the interpretation of the sequent for “John signed the papers”.
We do this in a general setting by without choosing a specific VSS. This interpretation is of course a
linear map
i : JNP K⊗ J(NP\S)/NP K⊗ JNP/NK⊗ JNK −→ JSK
or equivalently, upon expanding the domain, a linear map of type
i : JNP K⊗ ((JNP K ⇒ JSK)⇐ JNP K)⊗ (JNP K ⇐ JNK)⊗ JNK −→ JSK.
By inspecting the diagram we see that the i will evaluate its arguments as:
i :
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ the(−)⊗−−−−→papers) 7−→ signed(
−−−→
John, the(−−−−→papers).
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We often use the names of the types i.e. the words as variable names to remind us what type the variables
have. The parentheses and hyphens denote functional types. One could demonstrate the effect of this
interpretation morphism using more short-hand variable names, but for longer examples this becomes
difficult to keep track of. However, later when using more complex types we will have to use more explicit
variable names which involve the various bases of the vector spaces they live in.
7.2 “The papers that John signed”
The second example shows that “The papers that John signed” is an English noun phrase, which is
proved using the following lexicon:
{(the, NP/N), (papers, N), (that, (N\N)/(S/!NP )), (John, NP ), (signed, (NP\S)/NP )}.
This is, again, equivalent to deriving the corresponding sequent:
NP/N,N, (N\N)/(S/!NP ), NP, (NP\S)/NP → NP,
which may be done as follows:
N → N
N → N NP → NP
NP/N,N → NP
(/L)
NP/N,N,N\N → NP
(\L)
NP → NP
NP → NP S → S
NP,NP\S → S
(\L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP → S
(/L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP, !NP → S
(!L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP → S/!NP
(/R)
NP/N,N, (N\N)/(S/!NP ), NP, (NP\S)/NP → NP
(/L)
This proof gives rise to the following diagram:
NP NP
NP ⇒ S
NP N
N N
N
.
.
.
N ⇒ N
S ⇐!NP
.
.
.
.
.
.
NPS
S ⇐!NP
The papers that John signed
NP
To conclude the example, we compute the interpretation of this derivation/diagram. This is a linear
map of type
i : (JNP K ⇐ JNK)⊗JNK⊗((JNK ⇒ JNK)⇐ (JSK ⇐ J!NP K))⊗JNP K⊗((JNP K ⇒ JSK)⇐ JNP K) −→ JNP K
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We again form the interpretation linear map by reading the diagram from top to bottom, and in this
case, from left to right. We see that “the” is being applied to the result of the application of “that” to
“papers” and the rest of the right side of the diagram. The right side of the diagram is more confusing.
Here we see that “signed” is being applied to “John” on the left and curried on the right. Putting this
together we have the following linear map:
i : The(−)⊗−−−−→papers⊗ that(−,−)⊗
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−) 7−→ The(that(−−−−→papers, signed(
−−−→
John,−))).
Note that we have not made use of contraction or permutation at any point in this proof. In fact,
this sequent is derivable in L if you re-type “that” to (N\N)/(S/NP ), however we do not do so in
order to illustrate where contraction will be applied when we deal with parasitic gaps in the following
example.
7.3 “The papers that John signed without reading”
We now prove that “The papers that John signed without reading” is indeed a noun phrase. We extend
the previous example’s lexicon to:
{(The, NP\N), (paper, N), (that, (N\N)/(S/!NP )), (John, NP ), (signed, (NP\S)/NP ),
(without, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP ), (reading, NP/NP )} .
The !L∗ derivation of “the paper that John signed without reading” is as follows
Dl
NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP → S/!NP
(/R)
Dr
NP/N,N, (N\N)/(S/!NP ), NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP → NP
(/L)
where Dl,Dr are the following derivations (formatted to fit on page).
Dl =
NP → NP
NP → NP
NP → NP
NP\S → NP\S
NP → NP S → S
NP,NP\S → S
(\L)
NP,NP\S, (NP\S)\(NP\S)→ S
(\L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP, (NP\S)\(NP\S)→ S
(/L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP → S
(/L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP,NP → S
(/L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP,NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP, !NP → S
(!L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP, !NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP, !NP → S
(!L)
NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP, !NP,NP/NP, !NP → S
(perm1)
NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP, !NP, !NP → S
(perm1)
NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP, !NP → S
(contr)
Dr =
N → N
N → N NP → NP
NP\N,N → NP
(\L)
NP/N,N,N\N → NP
(\L)
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Next we provide a step-by-step construction of the diagrammatic interpretation of the preceding deriva-
tion. Note that we do not formally distinguish between working with the types/derivable sequents of !L∗
and objects/morphisms of C(!L∗). Formally the diagrams we draw are morphisms in C(!L∗), but there
is no need to consider the object CNP , C(N⇐N) etc. as it is clear that these correspond exactly to the
types NP,N/N etc.
(1) We start by drawing the domain of the sequent which Dl is a derivation of, namely
NP, (NP\S)/NP, ((NP\S)\(NP\S))/NP,NP/NP, !NP → S.
The domain is given as the following diagram, where we suggestively write “(papers)” to show
where, roughly speaking, a copy of “papers” will be sent later in the full morphism:
NPNPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
John signed without reading (papers)
Next we apply the comonoid comultiplication to J!NP K, on the right, giving us:
NP
NPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NPNP
John signed without reading (papers)
We continue by applying the perm1 rule, twice, to the first/leftmost J!NP K:
NPNPNP NP NPNP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
John signed without reading (papers)
Now we apply the counit to the J!NP K strings. This corresponds to dropping the bar in the previous
calculation.
NP
NPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
John signed without reading (papers)
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Next we evaluate, starting on the right. Evaluations diagrammatically look like cups, and the direction
of the arrow on the cup tells us whether it is a left or right evaluation. The first three evaluations
are right evaluations. The order of application is recovered by the vertical arrangement.
NP
NPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
John signed without reading (papers)
In order to perform the next evaluation, we “open up” the (JNP K ⇒ JSK)⇒ (JNP K ⇒ JSK) string.
We depict this using ellipses, and refer the reader to ?? for this choice of notation. The result is the
following diagram, which is the exact same morphism of C(!L∗) as the preceding one.
NP
NPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S) ⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
John signed without reading (papers)
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We may now evaluate again, giving us:
NP
NPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S) ⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
John signed without reading (papers)
We repeat the “opening” procedure, and evaluate again to get the full diagram of the Dl sequent:
NPNPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S) ⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
.
.
.
NP S
John signed without reading (papers)
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All that remains is currying, which diagrammatically corresponds to bending the rightmost string,
and clasping it to the protruding JSK string. The following is the diagrammatic depiction of the
linear map in (1).
NPNPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
.
.
.
NP S
John signed without reading
(2) Repeating this procedure forDr gives the following diagram, where the box labelled “[that]” denotes
where this type came from, but it is not the same as the type of “that”.
NP N N NN
The paper [that]
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(3) To weave together these two diagrams, we first juxtapose the two graphs, and “close” both the
protruding JSK ⇐ J!NP K clasp from (1), and the JNK ⇒ JNK-[that]-clasp from (2).
NPNPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
.
.
.
NP
S
NP N N NN
.
.
.
N ⇒ N
.
.
.
S ⇐!NP
NP
The paper [that] John signed without reading
Finally, we may bend the JSK ⇐ J!NP K string up and clasp it to the JNK ⇒ JNK string- This
provides the complete diagrammatic interpretation of the !L∗-derivation which shows that “The
papers that John signed without reading” is a noun phrase.
NPNPNP
NP
NP
NP
(NP ⇒ S)⇒ (NP ⇒ S)
NP ⇒ S
NP
.
.
.
NP ⇒ SNP ⇒ S
.
.
.
NP
S
NP N
N N
N
.
.
.
N ⇒ N
.
.
.
S ⇐!NP
NP
The paper that John signed without reading
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The VSS interpretation of this derivation/diagram a linear map of the form
i : (JNP K ⇐ JNK) ⊗ JNK⊗ ((JNK ⇒ JNK)⇐ (JSK ⇐ J!NP K)) ⊗ JNP K⊗ ((JNP K ⇒ JSK)⇐ JNP K)⊗
(((JNP K ⇒ JSK)⇒ (JNP K ⇒ JSK))⇐ JNP K)⊗ (JNP K ⇐ JNP K) −→ JNP K
defined on elements as follows, denoting the bracketed subscripts using Sweedler notation:
i : The(−)⊗−−−→paper ⊗ that(−,−)⊗
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)
7−→ the(that(−−−→paper, without(
−−−→
John, signed(−,−(1)), reading(−(2)))))
The above is computed in the following steps: First, we calculate the vector space interpretations of
Dl and then find its transpose to get the interpretation of the line below Dl in the whole derivation.
Then, we calculate the vector space interpretation of Dr. Finally, we combine the interpretations of Dr
and the transpose of Dl with the \L rule to get the full interpretation. The details are as follows:
(1) We read off the interpretation of Dl from the derivation rule by rule: We start with an element of
the domain:
−−−→
John ⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)⊗ n¯, where n¯ is a vector in
J!NP K. Following the tree, we first copy n¯, which in Sweedler notation is given as:
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)⊗ n¯(1) ⊗ n¯(2)
Next we permute n¯(1) in front of signed(−,−), again following the tree, giving us
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ n¯(1) ⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)⊗ n¯(2)
Next the !L rule is applied twice, denoted by dropping the bars:
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ n(1) ⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)⊗ n(2)
Now we simply evaluate, again according to the tree, as follows:
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ n(1) ⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(n(2))
id⊗ev
7−→
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ n(1) ⊗ without(−,−, reading(n(2))
id⊗ev⊗id
7−→
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−, n(1))⊗ without(−,−, reading(n(2))
id⊗ev
7−→
−−−→
John⊗ without(−, signed(−, n(1)), reading(n(2))
ev
7−→ without(
−−−→
John, signed(−, n(1)), reading(n(2)))
To curry the above map, we essentially ‘forget’ the n¯, and the later components n(1), n(2). Formally,
the curried version of the interpretation above is given by the map:
−−−→
John⊗signed(−,−)⊗without(−,−,−)⊗reading(−) 7→ without(
−−−→
John, signed(−,−(1)), reading(−(2)))
(2) We apply the same method to calculate the interpretation of Dr, taking (mj)j as a basis of JNK,
giving us the arbitrary element
∑
j Cjm
⊥
j ⊗mj ∈ JNK ⇒ JNK, yielding the following linear map:
the(−)⊗−−−→paper ⊗
∑
j
Cjm
⊥
j ⊗mj
id⊗ev
7−→ the(−)⊗
∑
j
Cjm
⊥
j (
−−−→paper)mj
ev
7−→ the

∑
j
Cjm
⊥
j (
−−−→paper)mj


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(3) We combine (2) and (3) using the /L rule. To make the application of the rule clear, we mark where
the rule is applied using the same symbols as the rule presentation in table 1:
∆1︷ ︸︸ ︷
the(−)⊗−−−→paper⊗
B/A︷ ︸︸ ︷
that(−,−)⊗
Γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−) .
The interpretation of the full derivation is then the following map:
i : the(−)⊗ −−−→paper ⊗ that(−,−)⊗
−−−→
John⊗ signed(−,−)⊗ without(−,−,−)⊗ reading(−)
7−→ the(that(−−−→paper, without(
−−−→
John, signed(−,−(1)), reading(−(2)))))
8 Experimental Comparison
The reader might have rightly been wondering which one of these interpretations, the Cogebra or
the Cofree-inspired coalgebra model, produces the correct semantic representation. We implement the
resulting vector representations on large corpora of data and experiment with a disambiguation task
to provide insights. The disambiguation task was that originally proposed in [10], but we work with
the advanced data set of [16], which contains verbs deemed as genuinely ambiguous by [23], as those
verbs whose meanings are not related to each other. We extended this latter with a second verb and a
preposition that provided enough data to turn the dataset from a set of pairs of transitive sentences to
a set of pairs of parsitic gap phrases. As an example, consider the verb file, with meanings register and
smooth. The original dataset has sentences
S: accounts that the local government filed
S1: accounts that the local government registered
S2: accounts that the local government smoothed
S’: nails that the young woman filed
S’1: nails that the young woman registered
S’2: nails that the young woman smoothed
We extend these to parasitic gap phrases
P: accounts that the local government filed after inspecting
P1: accounts that the local government registered after inspecting
P2: accounts that the local government smoothed after inspecting
P’: nails that the young woman filed after cutting
P’1: nails that the young woman registered after cutting
P’2: nails that the young woman smoothed after cutting
The extension process was as follows. For each entry of [16], we needed an extra verb and a preposition
to turn it into a parasitic gap phrase. The verb was chosen from a list of verbs that had most frequently
colocated with the verb of the original sentence. The preposition was chosen either from examples of
phrases with these verbs in the context of the first verb, or decided based on the meaning of the second
verb. We annotated each entry with a binary label, where 0 indicated a bad disambiguation pair and
1 a good one. For instance, in the above example, pairs that got a 1 label were (P, P1) and (P’,
P”2), whereas pairs that got a 0 label where (P, P2) and (P’, P’1). The full dataset is available from
https://msadrzadeh.com/datasets/.
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Table 3. Parasitic Gap Phrase Disambiguation Results
Model MAP Model MAP Model MAP
BERT 0. 65 FT(+) 0.55 W2V (+) 0.46
Full 0.48 Full 0.57 Full 0.54
Cofree-inspired 0.47 Cofree-inspired 0.56 Cofree-inspired 0.54
Cogebra (a) 0.46 Cogebra (a) 0.56 Cogebra (a) 0.46
Cogebra (b) 0.42 Cogebra (b) 0.37 Cogebra (b) 0.39
We then followed the same procedure as in [16] to disambiguate the phrases with the ambiguous
verb: (1) build vectors for phrases P, P1, and P2, and also P’, P’1, and P’2, (2) check whether vector
of P is closer to vector of P1 or vector of P2 and whether P’ is close to P’2 or P’1. If yes, then we have
two correct outputs, (3) compute a mean average precision (MAP), by counting in how many of the
pairs vector of the phrase with the ambiguous verb in it is closer to the vector of the phrase with its
appropriate meaning.
In order to instantiate our categorical model on this task and experiment with the different copying
maps, we proceed as follows. We work with the parasitic gap phrases that have the general form: “As
the B Ced Prep Ding”. Here, C and D are verbs and their vector representations are multilinear maps. C
is a bilinear map that takes A and B as input and D is a linear map that takes A as input. For now, we
represent the preposition Prep by the trilinear map Prep. The vector representation of the parasitic gap
phrase with a proper copying operator is Prep(C(
−→
B ,
−→
A ), D(
−→
A )), for C and D multilinear maps and
−→
A and
−→
B , vectors, and where
−→
A =
∑
iC
A
i ni. The different types of copying applied to this, provide
us with the following options.
Cogebra copying (a)Prep
(
C(
−→
B,
−→
A ), D(
∑
i
ni)
)
, (b)Prep
(
C(
−→
B ,
∑
i
ni), D(
−→
A )
)
Cofree-inspired copying Prep
(
C(
−→
B ,
−→
A ) +D(1), C(
−→
B ,1) +D(
−→
A )
)
In the copy object model of [16], these choices become as follows:
Cogebra copying (a)Prep
(
−→
A ⊙ (C ×
−→
B ), D ×
∑
i
ni
)
, (b)Prep
(
(
∑
i
ni)⊙ (C ×
−→
B ), D ×
−→
A )
)
Cofree-inspired copying Prep
(
(
−→
A ⊙ (C ×
−→
B )) + (D × 1), (1⊙ (C ×B)) + (D ×A)
)
For comparison, we also implemented a model where a Full copying operation ∆(−→v ) = −→v ⊗ −→v was
used, resulting in a third option Prep
(
C(
−→
B ,
−→
A ), D(A)
)
, with the copy-object model
Prep
(−→
A ⊙ (C ×
−→
B ), D ×
−→
A
)
Note that this copying is non-linear and thus cannot be an instance of our FdVectR categorical seman-
tics; we are only including it to study how the other copying models will do in relation to it.
The results of experimenting with these models are presented in table 3. We experimented with three
neural embedding architectures: BERT [13], FastText (FT) [24], and Word2Vec CBOW (W2V) [28].
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For BERT, the experimental results are obtained by using ”BERT-Base, Uncased: 12-layer, 768-
hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameters” pre-trained model. We used bert-as-service 5 for encoding. For
W2V and FT, we experimented with 300 dimensional vectors, trained with a minimum word frequency
of 50 and a window of 5 over 15 iterations, on the ukWackypedia corporus6. Bilinear maps of C verbs
were created using the copy object model of [16]; the linear maps of D verbs were created using the
relational model of [10]. For each verb, we collected sentences from ukWaC corpus7 using the web
interface8. We filtered the sentences having the input verb as the main verb. For each phrases of the
dataset, we also built phrase vectors using the neural architectures. For BERT, the architecture itself
provides phrase embeddings, read from an internal hidden layer of the network. For FT, W2V and GloVe,
as customary, we added the word embeddings to obtain phrase embeddings. The Prep was taken to be
addition in all cases.
Uniformly, in all the neural architectures, the Full model provided a better disambiguation than other
linear copying models. This better performance was closely followed by the Cofree-inspired model: in
BERT, the Full model obtained an MAP of 0.48, and the Cofree-inspired model an MAP of 0.47; in
FT, we have 0.57 for Full and 0.56 for Cofree-inspired; and in W2V we have 0.54 for both models. Also
uniformly, in all of the neural architectures, the Cogebra (a) did better than the Cogebra (b). It is not
surprising that the Full copying did better than other two copyings, since this is the model that provides
two identical copies of the head noun A. This kind of copying can only be obtained via the application
of a non-linear∆. The fact that our linear Cofree-inspired copying closely followed the Full model, shows
that in the absence of Full copying, we can always use the Cofree-inspired as a reliable approximation.
It was also not surprising that the Cofree-inspired model did better than either of the Cogebra models,
as this model uses the sum of the two possibilities, each encoded in one of the Cogebra (a) or (b). That
Cogebra (a) performed better than Cogebra (b), shows that it is more important to have a full copy of
the object for the main verb rather than the secondary verb of a parasitic gap phrase. Using this, we can
say that verb C that got a full copy of its object A, played a more important role in disambiguation,
than verb D, which only got a vector of 1’s as a copy of A. Again, this is natural, as the secondary verb
only provides subsidiary information.
The most effective disambiguation of the new dataset was obtained via the BERT phrase vectors,
followed by the Full model. BERT is a contextual neural network architecture that provides different
meanings for words in different contexts, using a large set of tuned parameters on large corpora of
data. There is evidence that BERT’s phrase vectors do encode some grammatical information in them.
So it is not surprising that these embeddings provided the best disambiguation result. In the other
neural embeddings: W2V and FT, however, the Full and its Cofree-inspired approximation provided
better results. Recall that in these models, phrase embeddings are obtained by just adding the word
embeddings, and addition forgets the grammatical structure. That the categorical model, which are
type-driven and work along the grammatical structure, outperformed these models is a very promising
result.
Finally, we note that MAP’s of all models were quite high in comparison with the results of the
original dataset, i.e. [10]. The original dataset consists of Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) sentences. The
fact that our results are better means that turning the SVO sentences into parasitic gap phrases, which
are longer and provide more context for disambiguation, has helped disambiguate the verbs better.
6 https://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it
7 https://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=corpora
8 https://www.clarin.si/noske/wacs.cgi/first_form
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9 Conclusions and Further Work
We have provided sound categorical and vector space semantics for the Lambek calculus with relevant
modality, and have introduced candidate diagrammatic semantics. We have yet to prove coherence of
the diagrammatic semantics. Another path to explore is that of differential categories. The structure of
a differential category as laid out in [4] seems an appropriate setting for our work, yet we do not make
full use of the actual differential structure in this paper, just the coalgebra modality. Perhaps there is
more structure available with a useful linguistic use.
We provided three different vector space interpretations for the relevant modality and experimented
with them in a disambiguation task. In order to do so, we extended the dataset of [16] to parasitic gap
phrases with a main ambiguous verb. We implemented the models using three different neural network
architectures. One of our interpretations performed very similar to, and in one case the same as, a full
but non-linear copying model. The best categorical phrase models performed better than the additive
neural phrase embeddings. The state of the art neural phrase embedding (BERT), however, provided
the overall best disambiguation result. This is not surprising since these models encode both contextual
and structural phrase information. The results of the categorical models can be improved by building
better quality bilinear maps: a direction we are pursuing at the moment.
Another avenue to explore is to alter the underlying syntax i.e. !L∗. There appears to be a way to
achieve a model of contraction which in practice is exactly the full copying, but whose underlying theory
yields it in as a linear map, as a projection from a bounded tensor algebra.
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